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There has been lots of talk 
about the SFI, so we 
thought we’d give you an 
overview of what is set to 
come.  
 
The SFI is the first of 3 
new environmental land 
management schemes available to farmers who are 
currently eligible to claim the Basic Payment Scheme 
(BPS) and who have management control over the land 
they wish to put into application for 3 years.  Read more  

Spring is Coming! 

Time For a Stocking Rate Review?  
 

In the twenty or so years I have been involved with 

intensively grazed dairy cows there has been general trend 

towards higher stocking rates.  Initially this was justified as 

changes from set-stocking to rotational grazing increased 

grass output significantly.  
 

However, some very difficult recent seasons – 2018 in 

particular – brought this into sharp focus and forced a 

rethink on many farms.   Read more  

Whilst I have been undertaking some of the 

AHDB Farm Resilience Fund reviews with farm 

businesses, it has become increasingly clear that 

managing people is a weakness for many farm 

businesses.  One of the main weaknesses is 

communication both ways, i.e., communicating 

your plans for the business both short and long 

term and receiving ideas and feedback from the 

team on the 

ground.   

Read more  

Engage the Team Sustainable Farming Incentive (SFI)  

 

 

With spring fast approaching and some 
cows being turned out, it’s time to make 
sure all your fields are fenced securely. 
 
We can supply everything you need. 
Whether it is electric or permanent fencing, 
give us a call and see how competitive we 
can be!  Read more  
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